Encrypted Federated Search for Office 365

Stop Searching. Start Finding.

SearchYourCloud Federated Search integrates its search tool directly into Office 365, enabling users to perform searches across multiple databases, cloud stores, desktop and mobile applications without breaking from the Office 365 interface. This offers users results specific to their needs with a 360-view of all critical information inside their workflows.

Product Highlights

Search

• One request offers a simultaneous search of your desktop, e-mail, cloud stores, and databases within Office 365
• Returns results from any device, anywhere in under a millisecond
• Easy to-use, type-and-find search results in one view within your workflow, enabling users to complete tasks efficiently and accurately
• Full-text searching, not just keywords, provides accurate results
• Instant-availability of data in real-time
• Targeted results improve the speed and efficiency of analytics, big data and IoT initiatives

Secure

• Fully encrypted data with industry standard AES 256 security
• Data stored/shared with document-level encryption at rest and in transit
• Onsite and remote access to data securely
• Users retain control of their own data

Seamless

• Full integration with Office 365 for simple installation:
• No interruption to workflow, easy to see where files are stored
• Data can be exported for presentations, reports, analytical tools
• Works on all Office 365 programs
Technical Specifications

- Built on-top-of Office 365 and SharePoint
- Patented real-time indexing with Real-Time access to data
- Patented real-time enhanced federated searching
- Real-Time federated reporting
- Full Cloud, mobile applications and database security
- Data secured with automatic encryption in transit and at rest, on any device

How It Works:

1. Cloud Platform Running SYC Services
   - File saved to Microsoft Office 365
   - Encrypted (User Key)
   - Index created & file saved to store
   - Index & encrypted Meta Data sent to HCP

2. Microsoft Office 365 with SYC APIs
   - Index & Meta Data processed
   - Securely saved to the users storage area on HANA
   - SearchYourCloud waits for calls from Office 365

Key Benefits

- Patented, full-text, fast and accurate search for your enterprise data suite
- No interruption to workflow
- Sits seamlessly inside Office 365
- Highly targeted results stops time-wasted looking for data
- Customize your search by specific role and/or task
- Increase productivity with ONE search that returns all information needed to no matter where it is stored
- No new technology to learn: simply type and search within Office 365
- Full encryption of all data at rest and in transit for enhanced security
- Eliminates the worry of loss of data, third-party intervention and hacking
- Users retain control of their data

About BOHH Labs

BOHH Labs is ushering in a new era of security for the Fintech market with a multifaceted solution that immunizes networks from brute force attacks, man-in-the-middle hacks, and quantum decryption. Built on a validated portfolio of patented IP, our security solution automatically invalidates data when accessed by intercepting parties and unauthorized users. BOHH autonomously reacts to internal and external threats in real-time, ensuring all incoming and outgoing messages are transacted securely. With this approach, Fintech organization can protect their banking infrastructure, brand and bottom line from the imminent threat of attacks without compromising speed or customer accessibility. BOHH Labs is headquartered in Oakland, CA, and has offices in Atlanta, GA, and New York.
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